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TVA Ups Rates 8%;
City Passes It On

ADE115

The Tennessee Valley Authority, maintaining that
it is currently operating at a deficit of $27,000,000, has Vol. 37
imposed rate increases on its customers to the tune of
about 8 percent, effective immediately, the News learned this week.
All 130 wholesale distributors of TVA electricity,
including, in this area, the cities of Fulton and South
Fulton, the Hickman-Fulton RECC and the cities of
Hickman, Mayfield and Murray, will have no choice
but to pass the increase on to their customers.
At a meeting Tuesday night of
the '-Fulton Electric Plant Board,
TVA presented new wholesale and
retail contracts for the local distribution in which the 8 percent increase was incorporated.
Bob Graham, manager of the local system, told The News Wednesday that the 8 percent increase will
go into effect here on February 23.
"We have no choice in the matter",
Graham stated. "We'll have to pass
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Mass Meeting Called In South Fulton
For Monday Night To Discuss New Tax

David Holland

David Holland
Is Named Loan
Department Head

A very important mass meeting of South Fulton citizens has been scheduled for next Monday
night at the South Fulton school, beginning at 7:00
p.m.
The purpose of the meeting, a spokesman told
The News Wednesday, is to provide an explanation
.to the citizens of, the proposed one-half-cent increase in the Obion County sales tax, which will be
voted on at the special election March 1st, and what
use this revenue will be put-to.
Judge Dan McKinnis of Union City has been invited to attend and to discuss this important matter
with the audience.
Intereited South Fulton citizens told The News
Wednesday that this meeting will be of the utmost
importance to South Fulton, and it is hoped that
everyone possible will plan to attend.

Methodist Church Inaugurates Noonday
Services During Each Wednesday of Lent

Barbecue Supper
Is Tomorrow Nile

RESOURCE STUDY
Fulton County Teen 4-11 Leaders
will be taking part in a Resource
Study at Murray State University
March 22. "Your Community A
Resource" is the topic for study this
year.

w.
Received a nice note from Father
Field, former Pastor of St. Edward's and Sacred Heart churches
here and in Hickman. Father Field
is at Xavier University in Cincinnati on a year's study to complete
his Master's degree, and says "give
my best to all."
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Fulton's two Funeral Homes became one last weekend.

•

•

Win Whitnel announced last Saturday that the
Whitnel Funeral Home, owned by himself and his wife
had been sold to the Hornbeak Funeral Home,.effective,
that date. The sale included all of the business interests.
but not the building, located at 408 Eddings Street.
Mr. and Mrs. James Needham, owners and operators of the Hornbeak Funeral Home, will operate the
combined interests at their preient location at the corner of Third and Carr.
In ailituncing the sale, Win Whitnel simply stated that he was going
to retire from business.
The Whitnel funeral Home was
established in 1947 by Mrs. Ann
Whitnel and her, brother Win and
has been in continuous operation for
the past 22 years at the Eddins
Street location. In 1951 Mr. Whitnel
bought out his sister's interest and
the has continued its operation since

that time.
The Hornbeak Funeral Home was
established in 1932 by Paul Hornbeak, moving to its present location in 1934, taking over a building
formerly occupied by the Fulton
Undertaking Conipany. Carolyn and
Jimmie Needham, its present owners, came to Fulton on March -3,
1957, and, together with Frank LeMaster, purchased the business

The Needhams became sole owners
on March 1, 1965.
Since aquisition by the Needhams,
the Hornbeak Funeral Home has
Mow is the schedule:
more than doubled its size, added a
Feb. 22 - Rev. Guy Halford from
handsome chapel, and updated its
Fountain Avenue Methodist Church
facilities.
in Paducah, Kentucky.
Mr. Needham is a graduate of the
,March 5 - Rev. Joe Piercy from
Kentucky School of Mortuary SciA detailed industrial brochure ence in Louisville, and is licensed
Pleasant Valley United Methodist
and data sheet, prepared specifical- both in Kentucky and Tennessee.
Church in Union City, Tennessee.
March 12 - Rev. George McKelvy ly for Fulton, has been published
Hornbeak Suneral Home will confrom First United Methodist Church 'and made available here by Texas, Hornbeak Funeral Home will conCorporation,
Transmission
Gas
in Hickman, Kentucky.
The News learned.
March 19 - Rev. Harrell Town- Owensboro, Kentucky, and its cus
Dept.,
Gas
Fulton
of
City
send from First United Methodist tomer,
the local-distrihutor of natural gas.
Church in Paris, Tennessee.
March 26 - Rev. Sam Dodson
The brochure and data sheet, confrom First United Methodist Church taining information required by inin Murray, Kentucky.
dustrial plant location specialists,
is to be used as efforts are made to
bring new manufacturing plants to
Fulton. Preparation of the brochure
and data sheet was "handled by
Texas Gas community analysts in
cooperation with the City of Fulton
Gas Dept.
The brochure was presented today to L. M. McBride and Harold
Henderson. Making the presentaKENNEL member serving on the
tion on behalf of Texas Gas, which
Business Staff, and is also working
brings natural gas to this area from
with Stanley Scates as Co-editor of
Louisiana and Texas, were Paul
the 1969 GR-R-ROWL. Nan has
Mooney and Zane Carlisle, tnd on
worked on both the KENNEL and
behalf of the City of Fulton Gas
Annual staffs for twa Years.
Dept. was Mayor Gilbert DeMyer.
She is also active in church and
community. She is a member of
First Baptist Church of Fulton and
has' been an employee of the FulDr. Choate
2 years.
1
ton Theatre for 1/
HER MAIN INTERESTS outside
of the classroom are piano and
A singing will be held in the
cooking. Nan attended Girl's State Water
Valley Baptist Church Sunher junior year and said she en- day afternoon, February 23, from joyed it very much.
2:00 p. m. until 4:00 p. m. Randall
Turning to the future, Nan says Laird will lead the singing, and
she plans to attend Auburn Univer- Rev. Fred Jones is pastor of the
sity and that she will probably ma- church.
•
Dr. J. E. Choate, formerly of
jor in history.
All singers and listeners are inWingo, Ky., and teacher in Green
vited to attend.
County schools, will conduct a tour
of the Bible lands June 3-24.
Announced as the Gospel Advocate Bible Lands Tour of 1969. the
trip will include Italy, Greece,
Egypt, Palestine, Syria, and Turkfly from
The sixth annual First Aid Meet ey. The tour group will
York to Cairo by jet plane on
of the Cherokee District has been New
Friday evening, June 3 with plans to return to New
scheduled for
from Rome on June 24.
March 14th, 77:00 P. M. at the Na- York
With the B. S. degree from Murtional Guard Armory, Union City,
ray State University, M. A. from
Tennessee.
D. and
Parents are urged to attend. 1st, Peabody College and B.
from Vanderbilt University,
2nd, and 3rd place teams will re- Ph.D.
Choate is widely known
ceive appropriate ribbons. The top Dr.
Kentucky as a Christian
team will win a Troop First Aid Kit. throughout
educator, author and evangelist for
Churches of Christ.
ALL TIME FIRE RECORD
He has been on the faculty of
Property damage by fire in David Lipscomb College, Nashville,
Union City, during 1968, was more Tenn., for 22 years and is now prothan three times greater than any fessor of philosophy. In addition to
other year in city history. The city his philosophy courses, he also
teaches Bible at Lipscomb.
suffered four major fires.
Nan Myers
sandwich, pie, and beverage. Thee
price is 75c for adults and 50c for
youth.

New Brochure
And Fact Sheet
Given To City

Dennis Lohaus And Nan Myers Receive
Citizenship Award At Kennel Banquet

From The FHS "KENNEL."
The Citizenship Award—symbol
of the individual's achievement in
today's democracy — is presented
each year to the two outstanding
citizens of Fulton High School.
These two students reflect not only
the high ideals to which they aspire
but also the character of the school.
To boa recipient of the Citizenship
Award the student must have above
average grades, but his willingness
in school participation is a more
determining factor. The boy and
the girl, then,-who are selected to
receive this award have been
chosen because they seem to best
typify loyalty and school spirit, integrity, school contributions, and
academics.

If you didn't know that the "Kentucky Fried Chicken" corporation
is now a big operator, get a load
of this: In the last three months of
1968 it showed a profit of $2,400,000,
up a million dollars from the same
quarter in 1967. That's one chicken
that sure didn't lay any egg.

Mears Street, a congested street
at best, is going to be more used
than ever beginning next week when
A&P opens their big new store. We
suggest that a few traffic tickets
would stop vehicles from parking
on the street, and trucks from
blocking it as they unload. There
The new Purchase Parkway, IS an ordinance prohibiting such
from Fulton to Gilbertsville, is a things. How about it, Richard?
beautiful (and fast) way to get to
the Dam, and vice versa, but we
GOS.HEN, IND., NEWS: "Pat
have one complaint about it that
Nixon, the President's . . . wife,
we think is justifiable.
At night, it is hard to find the came up the hard way. She is the
has workGilbertsville end of the thing, even daughter of a miner. She
her way
when you are deliberately trying to. ed hard. She worked
True, its connection with US 62 is through college. She clerked in a
. . Just
only a temporary one until 1-24 is store. She taught school
about the time most of us had debuilt, but that may be several
it took a rich man to run for
years. Meantime, the junction with cided
president, we get a new evaluation
US 62 is dark, narrow, unlighted
it sort of renews faith in the
and right difficult to see. Coming and
old, old story that anyone, boy or
from Louisville last week, we drove
girl, may grow up to occupy the
right by it.
quarters on Pennsylvania
Since its usage provides toll reve- spacious
nue for the Turnpike Authority, it Avenue."
looks like it would be a good idea
to mark it well and make it as inFISHING REPORT
viting as possible.
Snow and freezing temperatures
From CMB in Oklahoma comes a have slowed fishing activities in
clipping this week of the front page Lake Barkley and Kentucky Lake
of the Sunday Oklahoman, telling this week. Last week several good
how 50,000 blackbirds blacken the catches of crappie were reported
sky every evening as they fly in from the Jonathan Creek and Blood
to their privately-adopted little plot River areas of Kentucky Lake. The
in northwest Oklahoma City. Says crappie were taken on minnows
Charlie, (who is a long-time sub- along the old creek and river chanscriber of The News) "You can't nels at depths of 12 to 20 feet. At
corner all the blasklairds up there in Lake Barkley scattered catches of
largemouth bass were reported last
Fulton."
What's more, Charlie, we're not week by jigging large minnows in
trying to corner them! If you can the stick-ups along the creek chanfigure some way to get our own nels and near the main lake chanblackbird horde down there, we'll nel. Several good strings of white
gladly give you two million more bass and black bass were taken below Barkley Dam early last week
of them, free.
We have a long way to go before by fishing minnows or white jigs
we route them from Carr's woods, along the rock riprap. Both lakes
although the daily efforts continue. are murky and falling slightly.
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Sells To Hornbeak
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Lexington, extension meat specialist, University of Kentucky, will be
the judge for the Carcass Contest.
Benny Gabbart, swine supervisor
of the Division of Mews and Fairs,
The First United Methodist Church
State Agriculture Department, will
meeting of the Board--ef--Fulton, Kentucky is
present the awards at the banquet. --At a recent
National Bank, Noonday Lenten Services each WedThe West Kentucky Barrow Show of Directors of City
Holland was appointed as ncday during Lent. is one of four sponsored this year David
installment loan deThese services began February 19
by the State Agriculture Depart- manager of the
partment. Specializing in various and continue through March 26.
ment.
consumer loans repayable in month- They will begin at 12:05 and conly installments, this department clude at 12:30. The speakers will be
has experienced a tremendous outstanding ministers from nearby
growth during recent years.
surrounding cities. The services
As manager of this department, will be devotional in nature.
Following the worship period a
Mr. Holland will be responsible for
A barbecue supper will be spon- making, servicing and collecting luncheon will be served eaph" Wedsored by the South Fulton Metho- all loans made on a monthly repay- nesday in the dining room at 12:30.
dist Church tomorrow (Friday) ment basis. He has been associated These services are designed for
night from 5 p. m. until 7:30 p. m., with City National Bank in the note busy working people so that they
may worship and eat all within the
the menu consisting of barbecue, departtnent, since 1964.
slaw, potato salad, baked beans,
David and his wife, the former, lunch hour.
People from the entire Twin-Cities
pie and coffee or a cold drink.
Sandra McAlister, and little Bobby
Tickets are $1.50 for adults and McAlister, reside in their new Area are urged to attend regardless
of their Church affiliation. 'The
75c for children. They may be pur- home on Court Drive, in Fulton.
chased from members of the
church or at the door. All proceeds
will go to the church building
fund.

Windage

If a nearby newspaper is going to
keep on running that same paragraph they ought to get it straight.
"Owls feed extensively on rodents
and are therefore very beneficial to
farmers". They are not at home in
the water.
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the increase on to our customers
just like Mempht. Knoxville, and
the other distribution systems, large
and small. We will have new rate
cards prepared in a few days showing our customers what our new
rates will amount to.
Graham pointed out, however,
that despite the new increase, TVA
power is still the cheapest in the
nation.

Barrow Show Open's At Murray
March 6th; Schedule Outlined
Entries for the West Kentucky
Barrow Show will be received on
March 6 from 12 noon to 6 p. m. at
the Livestock Pavilion, Murray
State University, the State Department of Agriculture has announced.
All hogs will be weighed and
graded in preparation for the onfoot Show at the Livestock Pavilion, March 7.
A total of $2,500 for premiums
and trophies is being provided by
the State Agriculture Department,
sponsor of the Show.
Dr. Howard Miller, head of the
Animal Science Department, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale,
Ill., will serve as judge for the onfoot show.
As a special event, juniors and
adults will participate in a judging
contest the morning of March 7.
Two classes of barrows will be
judged on their per cent of ham
and loin. Winners will be presented
with a trophy.
Arlie Scott, Murray, professor in
the Animal Science Department,
Murray State University, and Roy
Skinner, Mayfield, manager of the
Graves County Production Credit
Association, will serve as co-chairmen of the Show.
A Carcass Show Banquet will be
held the evening of March 10 at
Reelfoot Packing Company, Union
City, Tenn. Dr. W. York Varney,

TWO SECTIONS

We Tell It
Like It Is

Dennis Lohaus

This year two seniors, Nan Myers
and Dennis Lohaus were selected
by the faculty to receive the most
coveted award. 'They accepted the
award and trophy at the KENNEL
Banquet at the Holiday Inn on February 15, 1969.
After a buffet and the introductions, Mr. Edmondson of Murray,
gave a short talk on Careers in Advertising. Then the announcements
of the STAR STAFFER Award and
the 1969 Editor of our literary
magazine MUSINGS were made.
Dennis has been very active in
Fulton High. He has been on the
G-r-trowl staff since his sophomore
year. He excells in sports since he
has been selected captain of the
mighty Bulldogs and a member et
the All District Class A, and All
State Class A teams. This year he
was selected by the members of the
FHA as the FHA sweetheart. His
greatest distinction, however, is the
fact that he has won three first
place awards in the State Industrial
Arts Contest. This great honor was
achieved only after much hard
work. He was also voted Best Personality in the Senior Who's Who.
Nan has been 'a very busy
-enior this year. She belongs to
many school organizations including the FTA, Quill and Scroll, and
the National Honor Society. She is a
UP TO TENNESSEE
A $7.7 million bid for the -construction of piers and footings for
the Mississippi River bridge linking Northwest Tennessee and Southwest Missouri has been approved
by the Missouri Highway Commission which now is asking that Tennessee also give its approval.

Y'all Come To
The Singing Sunday

Tour Of The
Bible Lands
Leaves June 3

Scouts 1tJji A
"First Aid" Meet

A WEEK OF MUSIC, ART AND FIESTA - - -

Louisville's Latin-American Festival Will Salute South America
It will be fiesta time in Kentucky
April 8-16 when Louisville's first
Latin-American Festival brings to
the state a glittering montage of
music, art, dance, diplomacy and
Pan-American society.
Sponsored by the City of Louisville in cooperation with the Louisville Philharmonic Society, the
Latin-American Festival will celebrate inter-hemispheric friendship
and cultural ties with a colorful,
week-long program of events.
In addition to visiting ambassadors from representative LatinAmerican countries, Kentucky will
host the Hon. Gale Plaza, Washington, Secretary-General of the Or-

111181111111111111111111101111111110111111110Mithk.:

ganization of American States and
former president of Ecuador. He
will deliver the University of Louisville Distinguished Lecture on April
9.
An outstanding cultural highlight
of the festival will be a free concert
April 8 by the Louisville Orchestra.
starring the internationally famous
Jose Limon and his dance company. The program will be broadcast to Latin America by the Voice
of America. Later concerts to be
presented include the regular series
of the Louisville Orchestra; the
University of Louisville Orchestra
and Wind Ensemble; and the Louisville-Jefferson County Youth Orchestra.

Highlight of the week in art will
be a special loan from the Museum
of Modern Art of representative
paintings by Latin-American artists, including the works of Orozco,
Tamayo, Siqueros and Rivera.
The collection will be on exhibit at
the Frame House Gallery. Paintings by Quito artist Mario Solis will
be shown at the Merida Gallery and
Latin-American sculpture will comprise the festival exhibit at the J.
B. Speed Art Museum. A cooperating group 01 10 other area galleries
will also featiire Latin-American
art.

Free Public Library, the Children's
Theatre, the Louisville school system, area colleges and universities
and the University of Kentucky. Recitals, lectures, panel discussions
and films oriented to Latin-American culture and inter-hemispheric
relations are scheduled throughout
the festival. All of the events are
open to the public, most without
charge.
On April 14 a downtown fiesta in
Louisville will herald the celebration with flags, mariachi bands,
dancers, import boutiques and
special menus.

Among many local and regional
Kentucky's close ties with Latin
groups participating are the Louisville Civic Ballet, the Louisville America were brought to national

attention by the Louisville Orchestra's commissioning of works of
contemporary Latin-American composers and reinforced by the city's
pairing with Quito, Ecuador, as a
sister city. The bonds are strongly
tied today in the frequent exchange
of trade delegations, in the importexport activities of Kentucky eon,merce and industry, the large population of Latin-American students
in Kentucky colleges and universities, the great popularity of tours
to Latin-America reported by KenMacy travel agencies, and a steadtly-rising influx of visitors from
Latin America to the Bluegrass
State.
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"were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hestitate to prefer
—THOMAS JEFFERSON
the latter."

Of Weights and Measures
Violations In Kentucky
Gasoline pumps. 32,969 were tested, 3,917 condemned, for a condemnation rate of 11.88 percent.
Small capacity scales. 15,726 tested, 1,801 condemned for a condemnation rate of 11.45 percent.
Large capacity scales. 2,222 inspected, 646 condemned for a condemnation rate of 29.07 percent.
Wholesale vehicle tank meters.
360 inspected, 41 condemned for a condemnation rate of 13.23 percent.
Liquid petroleum gas. 661 inspections, 188 condemned or adjusted for a
condemnation rate of 29.07 percent.
Stockyard scales. 324 inspected,
78 condemned for a condemnation rate
of 24.07 percent.
Retail pre-package controL 438,266 inspections made, 66,552 condemned and ordered off sale for a condemnation rate of 15:19 percent.
Wholesale pre-package control.
879,379 checked, 139,206 ordered off
sale, for a condemnation rate of 15.83
percent.
Tobacco scales. 735 inspected, 195
condemned, for a condemnation rate
of 20.97 percent.
Bulk commodities. 88 checked, 6
condemned,for a condemnation rate of
.068 percent.
Limestone samples. 189 checked,
34 condemned, for a condemnation
rate of 17.99 percent out of standard.
Anhydrous ammonia. 74 plants
checked, 30 failed, for a 40.54 percent
in violation.

Can Congress Get Tough?

ple great. But rather it provides them
the opportunity to excel, to grow, and
become outstanding youth-leaders for
agriculture in America.

You may have seen the story a few
days ago: Peruvian torpedo boats fired
on a group of U. S. tuna boats fishing
26 miles off the shores of Peru. One
boat was damaged and captured, and
later released.
Official Washington was outraged;
members of Congress voiced indignant
statements about "getting tough"
about such things, which seem to be
happening quite regularly in some
South American countries.
The Associated Press stated that
"a law enacted in Congress last year
allows the State Department to deduct
fines levied aaginst U. S. fishermen
from foreign aid to the offending
country."
Many a Kentuckian would consider "getting tough" to mean cutting
off the foreign funds completely. No
less. We never have understood the
absurd picture of Uncle Sam slapping
a country's official wrist with one hand
while he gently hands them ten million
dollars worth of foreign aid with the
other. .. and yet this is what we seem
to have been doing for the past twenty
years around the globe.
We do not understand such thinking, nor do we sometimes think our
congressmen have the gumption to
stand up and voice the sentiments of
their constituents in such matters.

Experiences in leadership, citizenship and cooperation, and the pursuit
of vocational and educational objectives provide these young people with
opportunities for personal growth.
Participation by members at local,
state and national levels within the organization is the basic plan.
An FFA member begins his career
as a student of vocational agriculture.
He has thus elected to begin his career
in agriculture. He and the others like
him find common goals and objectives
in PTA.

His opportunities in FFA are
many; much more than the awards or
contests which are important in providing competition, experience, incentive and encouragement. The member
can apply what he learns in the classroom to his personal agricultural situation. Through active participation, the
member can demonstrate his ability
in public speaking, parliamentary procedure or livestock judging. He also
takes part in establishing chapter
goals, and just as important - helps accomplish them. Many typical chapter
activities include earning their own
resources and providing community
service.
Future Farmers of America are
celebrating FFA WEEK,February 1522. Their theme—"FFA .. an opportunity for youth".
FFA provides an opportunity for
Through the FFA, a member can
youth in agriculture to learn, to do, to develop skills and prepare himself
for
earn, and to serve. The FFA organiza- his vital role as an adult leader
in
peoyoung
tion does not make these
American agriculture. Millions of
Successor of various weekly papers In Fulton the
young people have grasped these opfirst of which was founded In 1800.
portunities and progressed. Many more
Voted one of Kentucky's "Best All Around" will find opportunities
in FFA to
Weekly Papers.
learn, to do, to earn, to serve.
of the Kentucky Press Association

A Salute To The FFA

A member
Second - class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
Published Every Thursday ef The Year at 209
Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 41111141 Address all mail (subscriptions, change of address. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 3197 Fulton,
Kentucky, 42041.
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year In Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Oblon and
Weakley Counties, TIIMIW1. Elsewhere throughout the
United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Sales Tax.

The AssociatiOn of Western Railways commented that modern multideck rack cars each carrying as many
as 15 new motir vehicles, hauled 4.3
million vehicles in 1967, or nearly onehalf of all new motor vehicles produced in the U. S.

And so I selected the prettiest pattern Life should be made of the rosiest hue Something unique,and a bit out of fashion,
One that perhaps would be chosen by few.
But other folks came and they leaned o'er my shoulder;
Somebody questioned the ultimate cost;
Somebody tangled the thread I was using;
One day I found that my scissors were lost.
And somebody claimed the material faded;
Somebody said I'd be tired ere 'twas worn;
Somebody's fingers, too pointed and spiteful
Snatched at the cloth, and saw it was torn.
Oh! somebody tried to do all the sewing,
Wanting always to advise or condone.
Here is my life, the products of many;
Where is that gown I could fashion. alone?
—Nan Terrell Reed
momomumminsimmmetwominnommumermincimmusumminann
FULTON'S

tibuzmr? Carr
By Brenda Rowlett
There is nothing in life--No landscape however vast, no feeling however minute and subtle, no piece of
action however lengthy or complex—which an author cannot put
into his hook, provided only that
his talent is equal to the task.
MYSTERIES OF THE ,SKIES,
by Gordon I. R. Lore. Included in
this book are the spell-binding stories of the strange four-winged airship that hovered over Sacramento
for 20 minutes on November 17,
1896, more than seven years before
the Wright brothers flew the first
heavier-than-air craft; the green
disc spotted by the noted astronomer E. W. Maunder over the Royal
Greenwich Observatory on November 17, 1882; the strange fiery globes
called "foo-fighters" which seemed
to follow hundreds of German and
Allied pilots during World war II;
the Scandinavian "Fire balls" and
"ghost-rockets" sighted in northern
Europe in 1946.
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"GOLD IN THEM THAR HILLS"

LIFE

They told me that Life could be just what I made it—
Life could be fashioned and worn like a gown;
I, the designer; mine the decision
Whether to wear it with bonnet or crown.

Kentucky Inspectors Find A Lot Of Cheating
Went On In The Market Places During 1968...
We are indebted to the Kentucky
Labor News for the following excerpts
from an article in a recent issue of
their paper. Businessmen and housewives alike will find considerable interest in it:
One of the many reasons for the
high cost of living is the CHEATING
at the marketplace.
Kentucky law places the Division
of Weights and Measures under our
Department of Agriculture. We are
most fortunate to have Mr. Robert Miller as Commissioner of Agriculture. In
our opinion, Mr. Miller is one of our
finest public officials.
Commissioner Miller has increased his staff of inspectors to 41, the
highest we have had. He secured from
the federal government one of the
country's largest scale test units, for a
precision control second to none.
The energy of our weights and
measures program is better understood
when we contemplate that we are a
state with 3,000',000 people, AND WE
HAD 1,371,251 INSPECTIONS IN 12
MONTHS FOR THEIR PROTECTION! The results of the inspections
are depressing. There were 212,099
CONDEMNATIONS. Nearly 16 percent of the weights and measures were
in error! Over 15 percent of the prepackaged meats, fruits, and vegetables
CHEATED THE HOUSEWIFE!
Most businessmen are honest,
forthright, law abiding. SOME ARE
NOT!
Official Report (1968)

Musings Frc:n

IVET'S CORNER 1

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

by Neal R. Peirce. This book appears at a time when Congress is
considering a Constitutional amendment to abolish the electoral college
and replace it with a direct national popular vote. The proposal has
wide bipartisan support and has
been endorsed by leading political
scientists,
business and labor
groups and the American Bar Association.
FLOATING ISLAND, by Emily
Kimbrough. One April morning in
1967, the Palinurus, a converted
barge, slipped its moorings at
Samois, a village on the Seine, and
began a lazy and idylic voyage
through the rivers and canals of
France. Aboard were Emily and
ten good friends. Adventures and
misadventures, delightful and preposterous, starred their happy progress.

BY PRICKING OF MY THUMBS,
by Agatha Christie. Because a
THE PEOPLE'S PRESIDENT, sweet old lady disappeared, Tom-

my and Tuppence Beresford, that
shrewd and engaging detective
team, came out of retirement to
take on their most baffling case.
They had gone to visit Tommy's
Aunt Ada at Sunny Ridge, a wellrun home for elderly ladies. On the
surface. Sunny Ridge appeared to
be a model of its kind. Or was it?

In the early part of November,
1968, I attended the annual meeting
of the Tennessee Folklore Society,
held in 1968 at Murfreesboro at the
Middle Tennessee State University.
The long program was live and
many-sided, though folk music had
a larger share than anything else.
As I sat and enjoyed myself, I got
to thinking of how the whole program illustrated the way we have
finally come to value some of the
elements of our culture. Here we
were, people who were from every
walk of life, taking a day off to renew our knowledge of things that
we had always known and loved,
things that were far from being
highly regarded by most of the
people whom we knew in our early
lives. The primitive songs and
home-made musical instruments,
such as I had known at Fidelity as
a boy and had liked in spite of the
condemnation often given them,
were now having their day.
The fools'-gold of another time
had turned out to be pure gold.
Around me sat scholars of many
sorts, some of them armed with
degrees from great universities and
colleges, but some, equally scholarly, from the farms and villages,
Who had followed folk music and
(Continued on Pave Seven)

floral arrangements with a little
foresight and some basic information in the symbolic use of floral
material. This comprehensive
guidebook does just that for the
reader.
THE SAINT AND THE FICTION
MAKES, by Lislie Charteris. Protecting the mysterious Amos Klein,
author of a wildly successful series
of spy thrillers, seemed like a dull
assignment to Simon Templar. The
job began to look much more exciting when he met Amos—who
turned out to be a beautiful girl
named Amity Little.

THE RED SABBATH, by Lewis
B. Patten. General George Armstrong Custer was determined to
find one or the other in the big
valley of the Little Big Horn—and
so he led 225 men of the 7th Cavalry
into one of the bloodiest massacres
in American history. Patten vividly
COUSIN KATE, by Georgette
recreates the dramatic events which
led up to that violent clash of arms. Heyer. This new regency romance
tells of the surprising adventure of
Kate Malvern, recently orphaned,
TTWIGGY AND JUSTIN, by who, unable to get a job as a
govThomas Whiteside. Within an unbe- erness, gratefully accepts
the surlievably short time, and from prising invitation to live
with her
somewhere out of North London, a Aunt Minerva, whom she has never
slight, boyish-looking, Cockney-ac- met.
cented young girl aptly nicknamed
Twiggy has become the world's
TRIUMPH AND TRAGEDY, by
top fashion model, the idol of mil- Associated Press. Since
the foundlions of teenage girls, and the hub ing of the Republic there
has been
of a big business involving products no family quite like the
Kennedys.
ranging from eyelashes to mini- Wealth, power, adulation,
courage,
skirts.
the joy of life have been among
their blessings. Yet it has been
FLORAL ART IN THE CHURCH, their terribly irony and the
nation's
by Jack Inman. Every local church that the triumph of
their sons has
—large or small—can add dramati- ended in tragedy. This is
the story
cally to the beauty and impact of of a remarkable family.

New Arrivals: Mr. and Mrs. Robert Moore, Fulton,
announce the birth of a seven and one-half pound baby
boy, Eddie Lee, born February 14 in Haws Memorial
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. McMinn, Fulton, are the
parents of a 7-pound, 14-ounce daughter, Paula Dean,
born February 12 in Haws Hospital. Mrs. McMinn is the
February 18, -1949
former Margaret Ann Breeden, daughter of Mr. and
Three talented members of the Fulton Junior Music Mrs. J. L. Breeden of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Bell are the parents of an 8Club will be guests of the West Kentucky Radio Club on
Saturday, when they will broadcast from Radio Station pound, 8-ounce baby girl, Paula Mai, born in Haws HosWPAD in Paducah. Appearing on the program will be pital February 14.
Jerry Atkins and Shirley Maxwell, who will give piano
Mrs. Virgil Davis and Mrs. Frank Brady entertainsolos, and Shirley Houston, who will give a vocal solo,
ed Friday afternoon in the home of Mrs. Brady with a
accompanied by Mrs. M. W. Haws.
lovely party, when they complimented a group of brige
Of interest to farmers in the Purchase District is the and tea guests. The rooms were attractively decorated
Mule and Trade Day planned by the Commercial Club with blooming pot plants and forsythia. Tallies and refreshments carried out the Valentine motif. At the conon March 7.
clusion of the series of games of contract, Mr Bunn
Copeland was high scorer for the afternoon, Mrs. R. E.
The Planters' Cotton Gin at Hickman was com- Hyland second high and
Mrs. Grady Varden low.
pletely demolished by fire last Friday, it was reported
in Fulton. Residential dwellings near the gin were also
Mrs. Charles Robert Bennett was hostess to twenty
damaged.
guests on Wednesday afternoon, when she entertained
members of the Wednesday afternoon bridge club and
In today's issue of the News it published the annual other guests. After several progressions
of bridge, Mrs.
audit of the City of Fulton, wherein the cold figures Vernon Owen was awarded the high
score prize, Mrs.
show the fact that the City of Fulton is operating on a Glenn Dunn receiving high score among the
club memsound financial basis. The audit showed that the city bers. Mrs. Arch Huddleston was presented with the conbusiness is being conducted as any other efficiently run solation prize.
organization and that the city operated at a $20,000 profit over and above expenses for the year beginning June
Mrs. Tolbert Dallas was hostess to a miscellaneous
1948.
shower Friday night, when she complimented Miss
Jauan Queen, bride-elect of David Prather. A delicious
Misses Adele and Amaline Homra have returned party plate was served to sixteen guests, who presented
from New Orleans, Natchez Trace and Vicksburg, Miss., the honoree with many lovely gifts.
Fort Worth and Houston, Texas. While in -Houston they
visited Mr. and Mrs. Leon Bondurant, who formerly
Mrs. Abe Jolley was hostess to another of a series
lived in Fulton.
of bridge parties Friday at her home on West State Line.
Four tables were arranged for games of contract. Mrs.
Mrs. Ralph Cantrell and children, Lee and Mike, Ernest Fall, Sr., received high score price, Mrs. Clanton
left Tuesday for Norfolk, Va., and will sail from there to Meaeham second high and Mrs. Frank Beadles consolaPanama, where they will join Chief Petty Officer Can- tion prize. Mrs. Felix Bright of Nashville was given a
trell, who is stationed there with the U. S. Navy, and gift. At the close of the games, a delightful salad course
make their home.
was served.
FROM THE FILES:—
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Sunday Gift Tea Honors Miss
Linda Grider, Bride-Elect
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Westpheilng in Highlands was the
setting for a gift tea given in honor
of bride-elect, Miss Linda Crider,
on Sunday afternoon. Hostesses for
the tea were Mrs. Mike Butts, Mrs.
Tommy Toon, Miss Roma Foster
and Miss Carolyn Alen. Some sixtyfive people attended the tea between
the hours of two and five p. m.
and Miss Crider received many
\ lovely gifts.
The bride-elect chose for the occasion an original Gay Gibson grey
wool sheath trimmed in navy blue
velvet with a ruffle of lighter blue
at the neck. She was presented with
a corsage of light blue carnations
surrounded
rainbow-colored
by
ribbons.
The hostesses served refreshments

Letter From Washington
by

consisting of mints, nuts and cakes
of assorted colors; lime sherbert
punch was also served. The table
was beautifully decorated and
lighted by candle light; the center
piece was made up of lilies of the
valley encircling a miniature bride
and groom.
Special guests for the tea were
Mrs. Ralph Crider, mother of the
bride-elect; Mrs. Clara Crider of
Mayfield, grandmother of the brideelect; Mrs. Oscar Faulkner, mother of the groom; Mrs. Leon Faulkner of Union City, sister-in-law of
the groom.
Miss Crider will be marreid to
Mr. James Faulkner on FebruarN
28, at 7:30 p. m. at the Nazarene
Church.

Mrs. John Sherman Cooper
Senators Fulbright, Hatfield, McCarthy and Cooper went to Santa
Barbara at the invitation of the
Center for the Study of Democratic
Institutions. The purpose of this
meeting was to bring together this
country's statesmen and scholars
with knowledge of Chinese-American relations with a similar group
from Japan to exchange ideas and
discuss the problems that face both
the United States and Japan in
their relations with China.
Unfortunately, this b rill i a nt
"think tank" chose the week when
California was having its first biblical type flood in fifty years. My
brother, who met us at the Los
Angeles airport to motor us to

the United States and their elected
representatives will sunport policies
which should be put into effect.
The Congress through hearings can
do much to educate itself and the
public. Much valuable work hat
been done by individual scholars.
These efforts are, however, only a
beginning. ..I hope very much that
the dialogue suggested by President Nixon will begin in the first
four years of his administration.
But in the meantime, the cautious
and tentative, almost imperceptible
efforts that have been made toward
a better relationship must be continued."
The meetings went on for three
days and nights and ended at a

Santa Rnrhn

arrival as we splashed through the ple I think—in los Angeles at the
rain on the freeway that there was new Century Plaza Hotel.
its own file as to division headings,
only a thousand to one chance that
John was the leader last year in
etc. The file should be made to fit HOSTESSES FOR SUNDAY GIFT TEA: ((tons left): Miss Carolyn Allen, Miss Roma Foster, Miss Linda our cotton and barley wouldn't go the
effort to delay the installation of
the family's business and not too Crider, honoree, Mrs. Mike Butts and Mrs. Tommy T3on.
under
water, as they had already the SENTINEL Anti-ballistic mis—Photo by Elmer Stewart.
complicated to use.
had more rain in five days than the sile system, which would cost 70
—Miss Irma Hamilton
average rainfall in a year.
billion dollars or more and has
The Japanese and American not been proven an adequate defenTurtle necks are fashion right
guests of the Center stayed at the sive weapon. He has contended that
this season both for men and woBiltmore Hotel in Santa Barbara. it would start the U. S. and the
men; however, a turtle neck is betThe rooms are in cottages scattered U. S. S. R. in another nuclear arms
ter fir the turtle than for you—if
throughout a lovely orange garden race. The SENTINEL was endorsed
your neck is short.
and often a long walk from the -by the Johnson Administration and
—Catherine C. Thompson
main building. I've never seen a more recently by Defense Secretary
more sodden group of scholars Laird. President Nixon at his press
A napkin holder makes a good
meeting each day in the lobby to conference has just said that the
rack for pliable-cover washable
drive up to the Center's beautiful entire system will be reviewed.
books beloved by babies and todheadquarters high on a hill over- which is what your Senator wanted.
dlers. Besides introducing
wee
On Fsebruary 9, there was a front
looking the bay. (Now overlooking
The world population in 1950 was ones to the pleasures of "reading",
page story, as well as an editorial.
a 900-square mile oil slick.)
estimated at 2.5 billion, in 1960 at this simple device helps them to
in the New York Times which made
• The former foreign minister and me drop
2.9 billion, and if it continues to practice neatness. And it is easy
the paper with excitement.
now chairman of the Democratic It told the
rise at the present rapid rate each for mothers to keep the "library"
story of how William
Party of Japan, Aiichiro Fujiyama, Miller, an
decade, the U. N. predicts that clean and sanitary with frequent
expert in foreign afopened the meeting by stating:
there will be a total of 6 - 7 billion wash-ups in soap or detergent
fairs in my husband's office, handsuds, followed by rinsing under the
in the year 2000.
"When we look at the 780 million ed my husband a memorandum
This focuses attention on the ques- faucet.
population and the 9.59 million ten months ago which raised his
—Mrs. Barletta Wrather
tion of whether the total resources
square kilometers of territory of doubts about the AMB. Here is a
of the world in food and energy
Handle your Christmas poinsettia
China, it is more than evident that quote from the New York Times.
with care if you want to enjoy it
will be adequate.
we cannot think of peace, stability
"It was a battle in which a Ken—Mrs. Maxine Griffin
throughout the holiday season.
and prosperity for Asia, without tucky mountain lawyer educated
Poinsettias are very sensitive. Sudtaking China into consideration. himself in the technical intricacies
DOUBLE BENEFIT FROM TOP- den temperature changes, drafts,
Further, we cannot discuss the fu- of nuclear warfare, scientists and
LESS CARROTS Carrots, a peren- too cool or too warm temperatures,
ture progress of the world, while intelligence experts worked behind
nial fall favorite, are plentiful and dry atmosphere, improper waterignoring the Chinese people, with the scenes with Senators and a dereasonable in price, and they al- ing, or dim lighting can
all their experience in creating one termined. well organized minority
most all reach the market prepack- cause loss of leaves and withof the world's great cultures over dared take on the military estabawd but topless, to the double bene- ering of bracts. Put your poinsettia
2000 years of continuous history.
lishment in the Senate and finally
in a place where it gets bright light
fit of the buyer.
"Much more needs to be done in prevailed, at least in the first round
The product is better because the (but not direct sun) and where the
the way of education and discussion of the battle over the SENTINEL
carrot tops draw moisture from the air is not too dry. Keep the soil
gift tea honoring bride-elect Linda Crider were (from
about China before the people of system."
carrot, which causes shriving. The moist, always adding enough water Mrs. Thomas Allen, Mrs. Oscar Faulkner, Mrs. Ralph Crider, Mrs.
Bobbye Foster, Mrs. Leon Faulkner, Miss
prepackaged topless product ships to soak the bottom of the pot. But
never let the poinsettia stand in Linda Crider and Mrs. Clara Crider (partially hidden)
better and stays fresh longer.
Cost is less because shipping is water as this will damage the
cheaper. Previously, every 61 roots, he warns. Keep the poinsettia
pounds of edible carrot going to in a room where the temperature
market were accompanied by 49 is uniform—in the 60 to 75 degree
DUKEDOM NEWS
Amy Bondurant, daughter of Mr.
revs. Hillman Westbroo.,
pounds of tops, extra crates, range. Keep the plant away from
and Mrs. John C. Bondurant of
liners, and ice. And the consumer radiators, registers, fireplaces, outHickman,
is the valedictorian of the
paid the cost of a green he didn't side doorways or window sills.
The CPW met at Good Springs
1969 Fulton County High School
—Mrs. Maxine Griffin
want and couldn't use.
Thursday
afternoon,
with only five
The Board of Directors of the
graduating class, with a standing
—Miss Patricia Everett
members present. Mary Bruce,
of 97.22 for four years.
BUILDING A HOME . . Before Bear Creek Girl Scout Council anpresident,
was
in
charge,
calling
BUSINESS CENTER—Systematic selecting a lot, ask yourself the fol- nounces the appointment of Mrs.
Amy is an outstanding student.
first for the presentation of the
filing is an important part of busi- lowing questions: Is it convenient- Alan (Molly) Park of Metropolis,
monthly program, "Who Is My She is "Miss Fulton County High
ness activities. By having a good ly located? Is it near my job and Illinois, to the position of ExecuNeighbor," which was given by School" and is also the 1969 Basfiling system, important letters, friends? Is it near schools, churches, tive Director of the Council.
Mrs. Winnie
Cuningham. The ketball Queen. She was football
A native of Mayfield, Kentucky,
bulletins and recipts can be kept so health services, fire and police deBible study this year has to do with queen alternate. She is this year's
that one can find them easily and partments? Is public transportation Mrs. Park is the daughter of Mrs.
persons who met Jesus Christ. This County winner in the recent Conconvenient? Is the neighborhood Essie D. Albritton and the late
quickly.
month Simon Peter was considered servation Essay Contest. She has
When setting up a filing system, quiet and well kept? Are water Charles Lee Albritton.
and discussed. The leader was been a varsity cheerleader for
thought should be given to the or- and utilities available at a reasonMrs. Park is a graduate of the
Louise Westbrook, substituting for three years and has been selected
ganization. It should be easy to able cost and in good supply? Is University of North Carolina at
the regular leader, Sue Bruce. who "Most Ideal Girl" for the past
maintain as well as easy to use. the cost of the land reasonable (no Chapel Hill and has done graduate
was absent due to family illness. three years. She is Activities EdiEach home would have to set up more than one-fifth the total in- work at the University of West
During the Business session reports tor of the Annual, and served as
vestment?)
Virginia. In preparation for her new
were received from the treasurer class president during her sopho—Mrs. Juanita Amonett
position, Mrs. Park has recently
and from the chairman of Christ- more and junior years. She receivcompleted the Supervisory Trainian Service. This work had not been ed the WOW History Award and
ing Course in Birmingham, Alacompleted, due to so much sick- was a delegate to the 4-H Club
bama, Where the Region III Girl
ness, and was continued, in hopes Citizenship Short Course in Wash- of America, past president of the
Scout Conference was held.
Library Club, a member of the
it could be accomplished in Feb- ington, D. C.
Prior to her new appointment,
She is a member of the First Beta Club, Science and Math Club
ruary.
Mrs. Park has been employed as
Mrs Catherine Sherron made a Baptist Church, and is president of and Pep Club.
Well, we had a short spring?
a teacher and as a social worker
She plans to study law at the
trip to Gardner, Ill., to take her the Rosettes, a civic and social club
Maybe it will get here some time.
and rehabilitation counselor for the
grandson, who had -been visiting for high school girls. She is also University of Kentucky, where she
At least, the sick are improving.
Commonwealth of Kentucky workher, home to his parents, Mr. and president of the Future Teachers will enroll as a freshman next fall.
Miss Paula Long is able to be back
ing out of Hopkinsville.
Mrs. Russell Sherron. '
in school, after several days in
In addition to her husband, Alan,
Hillview Hospital. Ernest Lowe
Mrs. Ada Ross was hospitalized a
who is employed as a Job Develophas been at home, with a cold, sevMrs. Park replaces Mrs. Donald few days for treatment in Voluner for the Shawnee Development
eral days. Jack Lowe is some betCouncil, Mrs. Park's family includes Muir of Gilbertsville, Kentucky teer Hospital, but is now back at
From the FHS "Kennel"
ter, after a severe cold.
style or round ring. The rings are
a daughter, Nan, who is a fresh- following her retirement in August Weakley County Nursing Home.
Mrs. Virginia Hay spent Tuesday
made of antique gold and in thc
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Rose have
man at Eastern State University in 1968.
Every year one of the biggest monight and Wednesday in Union City
Richmond, Kentucky, and a son,
The Bear Creek Girl Scout Coun- sold their home in Dukedom to a ments in the life of an FHS junior center of each is a smooth btu(
with Mrs. Blanche Carter, who has
Charlie, who has just enrolled in cil serves Ballard, Calloway, Car- resident of Michigan. He is the son- is the day he gets his senior ring. stone with the inscription "Fultot
been quite ill for some time.
graduate school at Murray State lisle, Crittendon, Fulton, Graves, in-law of Mr. and Mrs. Tommie From the minute he puts on that City." The year 1970 is inscribed
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Roberts
around the rim. On one side of the
University following his return from Hickman, Livingston, Lyon, Mar- Burton, of our community.
cherished ring he feels more like he
visited a sick relative in Sharon
band is a raised Bulldog and on the
Vietnam.
shall and McCracken Counties in
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Shelton, Valerie is finally going to be a senior. In
Tuesday afternoon.
other
side is the symbol of truth
Kentucky as well as Massac and and Rob, of Memphis, spent the past years the senior rings did not
Mrs. Johnny Rogers, of near
and honor. Initials were placed on
Illinois.
Counties
in
Pope
week
end
with
parents,
come
in
Mr.
until
and
late
February
or the inside of the
Clayton, died Wednesday night in dinner guests of the Paul Long famband. If anyone
Mrs. Garrett Bailey.
early March. However, this year wishes
Obion County Hospital and was ily in McConnell last Sunday.
to see one of these rings all
juniors
did
the
not
have
to
wait
David Long, a student in U. T.
Otis Haley is making good reburied at the family burial ground
he has to do is ask any proud
at Knoxville, called his mother,
covery from injuries received at his nearly as long, for their rings came junior. They'll be more than glad to
Saturday morning.
the
27th
of
in
on
January.
home in Demopolis, Ala. He expects
Mrs. Bud Stem and Mrs. Billie Mrs. William Long, Thursday night
show if their rings—in fact, you
THE SENIOR RINGS WERE probably won't even have to ask.
to soon :be rid of the cast.
Steen spent Thursday in Paducah to wish her a Happy Birthday.
pleasure
The
News
in
wishtakes
Mrs.
Frankie
Irving.
Ferguson,
CHANGED
of
from the square rings
Mrs. Evie Mitchell and a friend,
with Mrs. Stem's daughter, Mrs.
Texas, called her mother, Mrs. ing "Happy Birthday" to the fol- Mrs. Alexander of Fulton, are of the past years to the military
Wallace Cunningham and family.
lowing
friends:
Happy
to
wish
Jack
her
Lowe,
a
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hainline
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams ,of
February 21: Thurman Allen, in New Orleans this week and will work there.
Martin, spent Friday with Mr. and Birthday, which was Saturday, the
15th,
little
and
ones
had
sing
the
Jonathan E. Walker; February 22: attend Mardi Gras.
ALL TOGETHER NOW — Deanna Mrs. Jack Lowe and Mrs. C. E.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Norvell and two
Olson, chorus director for the 32nd Lowe. They had visited Mrs. Lowe's "Happy Birthday To You." They Jimmy Gilbert, Mattie Rice, Mrs.
Mrs.,,Rosa Lee winsett is hos- daughters, of Memphis, were week
are
Satueday
expected
for
here
a
Jerry
Alma
Jackson,
Sublette; Feb- pitalized in Fulton, with pneumonia. end visitors with parents, Mr. and
annual Campus Lights musical and brother, Roy Adams, who is quite
visit; also, Joe Royce t Lowe is ruary 23: Bonita %purr**, Miltion
cleimi production set for Feb. 20-22 ill in Fulton Hospital.
A faculty recital-featuring E. J.
Mrs. Geneva Barber fell at the MTS. Mitchell Powell,
coming,
too.
Johnsa.
Counce,
Joe
at Murray State University, leads
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Roberts, of
home of her daughter, Lydia Dixon,
Mrs. Ray Bruce and Mrs. T. L. Eaton, trombonist and assistant
the choir during a practice session. Tiptonville, Tenn., spent Thursday
February 24: Lila Hastings, Alva and was carried to Fulton Hospital Ainley are those on the nick list this professor of brass at The
University
Proceeds from the show, which is with his brother, Clarence, and
Mae Jones, Mrs. Nell Heed, Joe by ambulance, later being trans- week. Mrs. Bruce was dismissed
SCHOLARSHIP!
of Tennessee at Martin, will be prewritten, produced, directed, and wife. Mr. and Mrs. Roberts attendFranklin Young; February 25: Mrs. ferred to Madison County Hospital, from Hillview Hospital on Saturday;
starred in by Murray State stu- ed a meeting in Obion County
James McCarthy, a senior at Harlan Craven; February 26: Di- Jackson, due to the fact that there Mrs, Ainley still a bed patient at sented Thursday, February 27, at
dents, go for music scholarships. Thursday night with the Young Fulton High School, has been anne Foster, David Royce Greer, were definitely broken bodies.
her home, with a severe case of 800 p. m. in the UTM Music BuildDeanrsa, a senior music major, Is Farmers and Homemakers organi- awarded a scholarship to the Uni- A. W. Green, Jr.: February 27:
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Cloys mov- flu. Loyd Watkins is barely able to ing auditorium.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sher- zation.
versity of Oklahoma for his fresh- Mrs. Thad Fagan, Robert Moss, ed their new house trailer to Dres- be back on the job, after about two
The recital will be without charge
The William Long family were man year.
ri! Leckrone of Fairfield, Ill.
Bonnie Weaks McAlister.
den last week and will go to public weeks of flu.
to the public.
FAMILY FINANCES—Now is the
time to start thinking about the
family finances for the new year.
Money is a big problem in today's
family—not so much the money itself but the individuals attitude toward money. If we could only realize that money in itself is of little
value, it merely is a way of getting
some of the materials we want in
life. We should save to spend. It
is better to be a wise spender than
a wise saver. Now is the time to
plan that family spending for the
new year.
—Miss Irma Hamilton.

Mrs. Alan Park Named Executive
Director Of Girl Scout Council

Amy Bondurant FCHS Valedictorian,
Is A Young Lady With Many Honors
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Frigidaire Bothers To Build In More Appliance Help
1969 FRIGIDAIRE
MOBILE DISHWASHER
HAS HOT WATER
WASH FOR CLEANER
DISHES
• Provides a single or double wash at 150° temperature. Gets dishes really clean in water hotter
than your hands can stand.
• Fold back top rack lets your quickly reach lower
rack. Pin-type rack design allows flexible loading.
• Exclusive Super.
Surge Washing Action cleans clean,
dries dry without
pre-rinsing...
reaches everywhere inside tub.
• Cherrywood color
Panelyte top makes
available handy extra work space.
Counterbalanced
lid opens easily.

"You get more wife and less housewife"
says Frigidaire.. . meaning that the 1969
Frigidaire appliances for the home are
oacked with labor-saving and time-saving
features that make electric living just a
little bit nicer and more convenient than
ever before.
For exaMple ... Frigidaire makes a refrigerator with a "moist-cold" zone that
eliminates the necessity of wrapping
meats for storage . . . others that easily
roll out from the wall for easier room
cleaning; electric ranges with new selfcleaning ovens and surface units that
clean themselves and with oven "cookmaster" that turn the oven on and off
automatically at any hour!
And Frigidaire has gone "all-out" to
provide the most colorful and decorative designs ever for all of its appliances,
mindful that today's modern electric kitchens are not only functional and useful,
they are also cheerful and colorful places to work.
You can see the complete line of Frigidaire appliances today at Graham Furniture Company, Fulton's long-time Frigidaire dealership for this area. Frigidaire,
made by General Motors, offers a nation-wide warranty on all of their appliances
too.
An example of new Frigidaire convenience is this jet-action washer, pictured.
Equipped with infinite speeds, it washes anything washable! It washes anything
you can safely put in water. .. automatically advances from soak to wash and
spin-dries it lighter and drier than ever.
So it's no wonder that today's housewife can be more "wife" and less "housewife" with Frigidaire modern conveniences. Isn't it about time you thought of updating your electrical appliances? Let Graham show you the Frigidaire way, now!

e-•1"
You can purchase your

NEW APPLIANCE
and pay cash for if
by gelling a

LOAN
from us.
• • ..
Enjoy the convenience of a modern electric
appliance while you pay for it on easy payments.
We will be happy to discuss this (or any other financing) you might like to consider.

Small
Monthly
Payments
Model DW CDTN, 2 colors & white. §

See This and the rest of the complete line of
FRIGIDAIRE appliances at

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
303 Walnut

472-3791

City National Bank

me son
Your "BankAmeriCard" Welcome Here!

MEMBER F. D. I. C.

Soft, dry clothes
in any weather!

WIZARD
-g

Ranges - Refrigerators - Washers, Dryers
and Hot Water Heaters

WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE

High Speed
Dryer
Model DE-516U

Low
Price!

$99•95
New
General
Electric
Too Load
Portable
Dishwasher

IMIIMANMIUMML,

Fulton

472-1774

Hotpoint - Philco - Maytag
Famous Appliance Names found in Fulton at

BENNETT ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO.
"SALES AND SERVICE"
319-25 Walnut St.

Phone 472-3763

WHIRLPOOL

1111111.11MMIUNIZA.

Ranges, Refrigerators, Washers, Dryers Freezers
•Vigorous 1-Level
Washing Action
•Waist High Control
Dial
a "Handles-up" Silverware Basket

$118.88

0

Fulton Electric System
MAIN STREET

PHONE 472-1362

SALES PROMOTIONAL BONUS PROGRAM
Electric Range $15.00 Water Heater $15.00
Clothes Dryer $15.00 Dishwasher $10.00
The above bonus will be applied from February 1, 1969, to
March 31, 1969, under the following provisions:

The complete line of GENERAL ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES is carried in Fulton
— AT —

FULTON HDWE & FURNITURE CO.
208 Lake Street

When you need hot water,it's there with a quick-recovery
electric water heater.
Completely automatic — without worry or bother.
Your flameless electric water heater keeps plenty of hot
...24 hours a day.
water on tap for your whole family.
Kitchen work ...cleaning ...laundry ...and dozens of
other daily chores go faster with a quick-recovery electric
water heater. There's always enough hot water to go
around.
And with our low electric rates, heating water electri-

cally is an everyday bargain.

Z
)
9
Model
SPOON:

Lake Street

472-1101

It shall be installed on the Fulton Electric System.
It shall be inspected by the Fulton Electric System after installation.
The customer will present a sales slip from the participating
local merchant at Fulton Electric System office no later than March
31, 1969.

and Air Conditioners

G & H FURNITURE DISCOUNT
4th & Kentucky Ayes.

472-1012

KENMORE and COLDSPOT
Two famous appliance names found only at

SEARS ROEBUCK & COMPANY
Broadway Street,

South Fulton 479-1420
"WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL"

11111111111111111111ar

Truckers Say Railroads Rolling Along In Free Editorial Space
A "front" through which the railroad industry is attempting to dupe
thousands of newspaper editors
throughout the country into printing heavily-slanted anti-truck, prorail "canned" editorials was disclosed today by the American
Trucking Associations.
Use of the editorial service—Industrial News Review, of Hillsboro,
Ore.—by the Association of American Railroads was revealed Oct.
3 by Sen. Lee Metcalf (D-Mont).
His findings were reported in a series of articles by Jesse H. Merrell,

associate editor of the trucking industry's trade newspaper, Transport Topics. Merrell's articles were
reprinted in a booklet, released today, titled—"The Manipulators."
Industrial News Review (INR)
distributes a dozen or more free
editorials weekly to about 11,000
newspaper editors throughout the
country.
Invariably, Sen. Metcalf reported, each package of editorials contains at least one piece striving to
drum up public support for whatever issue is vital to the railroad
•

TakeTen
and enjoy a true
bourbon of
Hiram Walker
quality.
Relax. Spend ten minutes with
Ten High. Sip it slow and easy.
Discover 86 proof straight Bourbon
whiskey all over again. Hiram
Walker style. At a welcome price!

fi-

\\M WALKERS

Hiram Walker's

Ten High

1E NilOti
lit: T Bo
,
WHISKEY:1 7°*

Your best bourbon buy

$2.50 Pt. $4.00 4/5 t.
Full Quart $5.00
(Tax Included)
•

86 PROOF • HIRAM WALKER & SONS INC. PEORIA, ILL

•

industry at that time.
The articles, detailing the Senator's disclosures, note that, when
the editorials are not singing the
praises of the railroads, "they sling
not-so-veiled mud at industries
which compete with the railroads
—namely, trucks and barges."
The Montana Democrat inserted
into the Oct. 3, 1968 issue of The
Congressional
Record
clippings
from several newspaper across the
country to show how they had run
the railroad-praising editorials almost word-for word, even down to
the headline.
A survey in Colorado, the articles
state, showed that about a third
of the editors used INR editorials,
usually as their own and without
making any change. Some editors
used as many as 200 of the editorials in a year.
Merrell's articles note, however,
that "publication of canned editorials is only half of the cruel hoax.
The rest of the undercover deception comes when the AAR clips its
own editorials and then presents
them as evidence of 'wholehearted
editorial support.'"
Cited as an example was an INR
editorial dated Sept. 19, 1966, which
reported that "findings" from 616
newspapers during the second quarter of 1966 reveal an "astounding
understanding" of the railroad industry.
An earlier INR editorial, dated
Mar. 21, 1966, had concluded that
"editors the country over vitually
unanimously" stated their belief in
the "essentiality of the railroads
and urging legislative policies
which will permit this vital industry to provide the ultimate in service."
Support of that sort, the trucking industry articles point out, "as
is repeatedly borne out in many
other INR editorials, would mean
higher taxes on trucks and less
taxes and regulations on railroads."
Whenever the AAR issues a new
booklet or phamphlet, the INR
writes an editorial about it. Material in the AAR booklets are
usually described as "fascinating"
or "more than ordinarily interesting."
The Association of American
Railroads pays a fee for the backpatting editorials, but the INR will
not disclose what any of its clients
pay, according to Sen. Metcalf.
Another example editorial .distortion cited in the articles is an INR

TO THE VOTERS
OF
FULTON COUNTY -

o.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the citizens of
Fulton County for having entrusted to me the office of Sheriff of
Fulton County.

3
I wish to state at this time that I am a candidate for County

•111•11

tars

IT

Judge, and again solicit your vote and influence.
If elected as your Judge, I promise to accept the job with the
realization of the needs of the people of the county and of the duties

editorial issued June 24, 1968. It
claimed that riding on the railroad
is about the safest place in the
world because railroads have "established safety records that, by
comparison, make nearly any
other area of human activity, including the family bathtub, look
like a battlefield."
The 1966 annual report of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
the articles pointed out. said:
"The alarming upward trend in
the number of train accidents continued unabated during 1965. Since
1961, the number of train accidents
has increased 43.8 percent.
"In calendar year 1965, the number. of train accidents increased
12.2 percent over the preceding
year. A major factor in this increase was the 13.9 percent rise in

the number of train derailments,
caused mainly by faulty equipment
and defective track."
The same June 24, 1968 "canned"
editorial proclaimed great interest
in safety among railroad men, declaring—"no one is better qualified to further advance the cause
of safety than railroad men."
They have a "lot of experience"
the editorial stated, which is reflected in a "remarkable downward
trend' in rail casualty statistics.
Three months later, the reprinted
series of articles points out, John
H. Reed, a former governor of
Maine and now a member of the
National
Transportation
Safety
Board, said that railroad mishaps
have shown "a progressively worsening trend in rates, occurrences,
deaths and damage."

Sincerely,

JAMES C. "Buck" MENEES
CANDIDATE FOR

Fulton County Judge
Paid fox by James C. Menees, acting as his own treasurer.
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McCarthy Named "Star Student;"
"Star Teacher" Is Mrs. Gathers
From the FHS "Kennel"
Do you recognize this person?
You might catch a g!linpie or nim
running quickly through the halls
with a KENNEL article that needs
to be typed, and if he can't find a
typist, he'll type it himself. Or you
might see him giving explicit instructions to an aspiring young
writer who has no idea how to begin his article. He may be seen
calling a Mu Alpha Theta meeting
to order, or busily planning the
meeting of another club, of which

FHS Student Body To "Teach;"
Coffron And Gates Are Enrolled
Georgia, is also a senior at UTM.
He thinks FHS is a good system
with friendly, helpful students, and
that UTM could 'not have assigned
him to a better school or a more
cooperative teacher than Coach
Shanks. When asked about his
plans after student teaching he
said, "I plan to graduate in the
spring and then go into the coaching field." He advised students
majoring in P. E. to learn how to
get along with people.

Mrs. Gathers
ments; he has been chosen "Sta
Student" of Fulton High.
A "Star Student" is named on tht
basis of achievement as related b:
the College Board Scholastic Apt
tude Test taken in December. T
become a "Star Student", the stu
dent must have scored the highes
of all students taking the test in hi
school.
The "Star Students" of eaci
school tnen names a "Star Teach
er", a teacher who has made th,
greatest contribution to the stu
dent's scholastic achievement. Mrs
•Judith Gathers, math teacher, re
ceived the "Star Teacher" award
Mrs. Gathers has been a membeof the faculty for two years; slit
teaches geometry, Algebra II, gen
eral math, trig, and calculus. Mrs
Gathers organized Mu Alpha Thet.
last year at FRS.
Both the "Star Student" am
"Star Teacher" will receive cer
tificates of recognition.

• His hobbies are golf, hunting,
James McCarthy
fishing, surfing, and water skiing.
Joe Namath is his idol. Clint Eastis his favorite acting star he is also president, Quill and
and Neil Diamond is his favorite Scroll. His name is consistently on
the honor roll and quite frequently
recording star.
on the list of all "A" students.
Mr. Gates
HAVE YOU GUESSED WHO IT
From the FHS "Kennel"
IS? Well, for those of you who
haven't caught on, the busy young
After coming back from Christman described above is James Mcmas vacation, no one knew FRS that
Carthy. He has now added another
had two "big" surprises for the
honor to his list of accomplishstudents. Although everyone had
his head buried in books since
exams were coming up, all took
time to notice the two new student
teachers in our history and P E.
departments.
IN OUR HISTORY DEPARfMENT, Mike Coffron, has come to
(From The FHS Kennel)
stay for about eight weeks. Mr.
THE DRIVER'S EDUCATION
Coffron, a native of Flint, Michigan, is a senior at UTM and is
CLASS has now come to an end for
majoring in P. E. and minoring in
several students who took it the
history. Mr. Coffron's hobbies are
first semester of the school year.
golf, basketball, and dancing. When
Each student found it to be a class
asked to comment on the history
in which fun and learning were
field, Mr. Coffron had this to say:
combined.
"History is a very good field and I
THE FIRST SIX weeks of the sethink it is one of the most interestmester were devoted mostly to reading." He also said that during the
ing chapters in the Driver's Educacollege years, a person becomes
tion book and having chapter tests.
more independent, studies a lot
The Driver's Education car hadn't
more ,and has a better social life.
come in yet and therefore the class
COACH SHANKS RECEIVED
had to have class work all of the
Michael Gates in his department.
Mr. Coffran
time.
Mr. Gates, a native of Waycross,
THE SECOND AND THIRD six
weeks were made up of a combination of class work and individual
driving. The class was taught the
fundamentals of driving and these
fundamentals were latqr demonstrated by the Driver's Ed. teacher.
.
--maima
t.
_
Governor Louie B. Nunn has ernor Nunn extended an invitation Subjects such as parallel parking
proclaimed 1969 as the Daniel to everyone to "Re-discover Ken- and the changing of a tire were
Boone Bicentennial year in Ken- tucky" and made this the official some of the things which were
tucky.
slogan for the Daniel Boone Bicen- demonstrated.
EACH STUDENT seemed to enIn May of 1769 Daniel Boone tennial year.
joy the Class very much. It is hoped
crossed Cumberland Gap into the
The
theme
of
"Re-discover
Ken- that the students in the second seKentucky wilderness to begin his
first extensive exploration of the tucky" will be used in Kentucky
travel
promotion
both
locally
and
Kentucky territory. 200 years later
the Governor of Kentucky noted, nationally during the coming year.
"The proud history of this Com- Travelers across the nation will be
monwealth may be said to have invited to retrace the footsteps of
begun in the year of Boone's entry that early traveler and trailmaker.
into the Great Meadow of Ken- The hope was also expressed that
the many festivals and annual
tucky."
events around the state would adopt
In praising all Kentucky's pio- the "Re-discover Kentucky"
slogan,
neers, the Governor commented thus unifying efforts to
popularize
that Daniel Boone possessed "in the 1969 campaign.
special measure those qualities of
courage, initiative, and hardiness
that typified our early settlers."
"It was through Cumberland
Gap", proclaimed the Governor,"
and over the trails that Boone blazed that the first surge of the westward movement came, opening up
not only Kentucky but all the western portion of our nation to civilization."
In signing the proclamation Gov-

Dr. Ed. Found To Be Beneficial
To All First Semester Students

'69 Proclaime Dan'l Boone
Bicentennial Year In State

rnester Driver's Education cla:
will enjoy it as well as the student
of the first semester class.
HEART SUNDAY
The annual, door-to-door Hea•
Sunday solicitation will be conduc
ed this year on February 23.
DISTRICT TITLE
The Obion County Central "Rel
els" have won the District 28 bo
basketball title, defeating Yorkvil!
50-49 last Saturday night.

S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern &
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting

ANNOUNCEMENT
Margaret and Win Whitnel
Announce

of the office. With your help, I would pursue this with all the energy
and knowledge that I possess.
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A Carnicus
From The PHS "KENNEL"
The Fulton High School Physical
Education Department will present
a carnicus on February 27, 1969, at
the Carr Gym The starting time is
7:00 p. m. and the admission fee is
$ .25 for people over six years of
age.
A carnicus is a program consisting of stunts, tumbling, clown acts,
trampoline acts, modern and folk
dancing and other performances of
students. This will be a good chance
for everyone to have a lot of fun.
This program is being put on by
Coach Larry Shanks and his student teacher Mike Gates. The performers will be students from the
Physical Education classes. Everyone is invited to come out and have
a good time.
AU of the proceeds will go to the
Fulton High Students.

That They Have Hold The
WHITNEL FUNERAL BUSINESS to
Carolyn and James Needham of The

Hornbeak Funeral Home
Effective Midnight February 15, 1969
We appreciate the confidence and loyalty of our friends
whom we have served through the years..Our best wishes go to our successors.
Arm
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• PILOT OAK
By Mrs. 0. F. Taylor

Fields Scories Highest On Test;
Named "Homemaker of Tomorrow"

Dee Fields
From The FHS "KENNEL"
What is the Betty Crocker
'earch? Last year on December 3,
968, several thcl and senior girls
rem the entire U. S. A enrolled for
fiO minute written knowledge and
iVitude test on homemaking. This
sas the 15th annual examination
Ind like its predecessors, it served

CLASSIFIED ADS
"HELM'S HEALTHIER HEAVY
..;WERS — Forty Years Flock Immovement. Contest Winners - Re.ords 300 Eggs. Pullorum Clean ;exed Chicks. HELM'S CHI '3,
'ADUCAH."
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
A public hearing will be held be'ore the South Fulton City Commis'ion at 7:00 P. M., Wednesday,
-,'ebruary 26, 1969 at City Hall for
he purpose of considering a petition
sy Irvin Grymes for zoning change
Or the area bounded on North by
."ollinwood, East by City Limits,
;outh by Cavitt and Grymes and
Vest by Grymes, from Zone R-1 to
:one A and a conditional use be
;ranted to allow trailer or mobile
iome parks.
•
Elizabeth Liliker
City Recorder
City of South Fulton

Political
Announcement
The Fulton County News is authu-ized to announce the following
:andidates for the respective of;ices indicated, and urges your coniideration of them:
For Fulton County Judge
JAMES E. (FRIDAY) CAGLE
For Sheriff of Fulton County
WAYMON C. SMITH

as a basis for the search for '68-69.
This was designed to help achieve
goals; (1) increase the dignity and
prestige of the American Home (2)
stimulate interest in homemaking
and (3) emphasize the outstanding
contributions to the home being
made by the girls and their teachers.
School Competition: Tne girl with
the highest score in each partipating school has beeii named Homemaker of Tomorrow for her school.
She receives a silver charm and has
her paper entered in competition for state and national honors.
State Competition: Each State
Homemaker of Tomorrow receives
a $1,500 scholarship and an expense
paid tour of the Eastern U. S. for
herself and a school advisor. She
also remains in competition for one
of four national scholarships. In addition, her school receives a set of
the Encyclopedia Britannica. The
second ranking girl in each state
earns a $500 educational grant.
National tours and Finals: This
year the Betty Crocker All-American Homemaker of Tomorrow and
three national runners-up will be
named from along the State winners at an awards dinner in Colonial Williamsburg, Va.
This spring on the expense paid
tour, the girls will be hostesses at
a reception for the U. S. Senators
from their stales and members of
the House from their districts. It
will be held in Washington, D. C.
The Betty Crocker All-American
Homemaker of Tomorrow will have
her scholarship increased to $5,000 HERE'S THE PLACE—David Shaner, (right) director of the 32nd anand the ones of the 2nd, 3rd, and nual Campus Lights musical and drama production sot for Feb. 20-22 at
4th place runners-up will be raised Murray State University, looks over a musical score with band director
to $4,000, $3,000, and $2,000 respecWilliam Cannon. The Murray State student show is sponsored by Phi Mu
tively.
AND NOW WE WANT TO CON- Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota honorary music fraternities. Shaner, senior
GRATULATE Dee Fields for being music major, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Shaner of Louisville. A
our '68-69 winner in the school
music education major, Cannon is the son of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Cannon
competition.
of Jacksonville, Fla.

Wild Turkey
Hunt Opens In
IiI3L April 4
A Wild turkey gobbler, one of
America's most magnificent game
birds, will be the target of several
hundred hunters visiting Land Between the Lakes this spring:—
The wild turkey hunts will be held
the first three weekends in April—
April 4 and 5,'11 and 12, and 18 and
19. The turkey flock in Land Between the Lakes is one of the few
remaining native flocks of wild
turkey in the United States.
Only gobblers with visible beards
may be taken during the six-day
season. Hunting permits may be
acquired after March 1 by presenting your state hunting license at
the Land Between the Lakes information office at Golden Pond, Kentucky.

Subscribe To The News

Is Your Farm In Need of
Additional Capital To Increase Net Farm Income?

One of the fastest moving trends in agriculture
is the use of capital to increase volume of business
per farm.
A recent study made by farm management
specialists for the University of Kentucky of a pilot
farm in this area showed that additional capital
could increase annual net farm income by 20 percent of the additional capital invested. If your farm
is lacking this capital - you may be lacking in net
farm income.
This capital may be obtained through a short or
intermediate - term loan from the Jackson Purchase PCA.

roduction
ethl ssociation

C

Hickman, Ky.
Phone 236-2506
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Off. Mgr.

PCA LOANS
JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit
Association
WARREN BARD
Field Off. Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone 1153-5161

trogen.

OBION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
The time is right to get wheat
and permanent pastures top-dressed
with fertilizers. The mornings when
the ground is frozen hard finds
every fertilizer dealer in our area
busy top-dressing wheat fields with
nitrogen fertilizer. We realize that
the wheat acreage has decreased
from last year, but we didn't realize how much wheat was seeded until the wheat began to get green and
grow.
It is our observation that we do a
poorer job fertilizing pastures than
any other crop in Obion County. It
has been proven time and time
again that farmers can see a big
difference in the number of cows
they can carry on a well fertilized
pasture. If you're determined to
increase your livestock efficiency why don't you fertilize your pasture and you'll be able to see a better looking milk check or heavier
calves next fall.
Last fall Butch Winter, Dairy
Farmer, of the Mid-way area, took
soil samples from several of his
pasture fields, and using the soil
test information as a guide has renovated and fertilized several pasture fields.
A soil test is the best way to determine the amount and kind of
fertilizer to use in fertilizing a pasture but in the absence of a soil
test use 30-50 lbs. nitrogen and 40
to 60 pounds of phosphate and potash. If you have clover in your
pasture, reduce the amount of ni-

FARM MANAGEMENT SCHOOL
The Farm Management School
will continue next Monday night
with B. H. Pentecost, U. T. Agricultural Economist discussing storage of corn and beans. Mr. Pentecost's discussion will center around
considerations in whether to store
beans or corn and effects of moisture loss on costs and returns for
stored and dried corn. With over
a million bushels of new type storage facilities on Obion County
farms, a large number of farmers
should be vitally interested in this
meeting. As usual the farm school
will meet in the Study Hall at
Obion Central, Monday night from
7:00 till 9:00 p. m.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
February 22 - 4-H Club Public
Speaking Contest - Union City.
February 24 - Farm Management
School - Obion County Central High
School.
February 26 - Orchard Clinic Possum Trot,
March 4 - Lattus Angus Sale.
March 6 - Dairy Meeting - Union
City.
March 7 - Obion County Angus
Sale.
POOR LITTLE WORM
It was her first silk dress and
little Alice was simply overwhelmed. Her mother marked the occasion
with an impromptu lecture on textiles.
"You know deal," she began,
"this beautiful dress was given us
by a poor little worm."
"I know, mother," Alice replied,
"Daddy's awfully generouse, isn't
he?"

NOTICE
1969 AUTO TAGS
FOR THE CITY OF FULTON
are now on sale at the City Clerk's office.

Deadline Is February 29th
(Penalty is $1 per month for failure to have tag)
Tags must be displayed on windshield of car

We enjoyed the sunshine last
week, even if the wind was cold
every day, and were sorry to see
the snow that fell Saturday and
Saturday night. It doesn't look like
spring is just around the corner
now.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Coltharp
were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Tommie Moore.
Mrs. Onie Lowry spent Thursday
with Mrs. Stella Lowry, of the Old
Bethel community.
The Pilot Oak Homemakers met
February 13 with Mrs. Alta Roberts, near Wray's Store.
Mrs. Ruth Weems visited Mrs.
Nell French one day last week.
Clifton Williams of Water Valley
Susan Caldwell
is critically ill and a patient in Paducah Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Boaz House of the
Palmore vicinity were Friday
guests of his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
T. C. House and Mrs. Ruth Weems
of Dukedom, Route 2. Mrs. House
called on Mrs. Taylor late Friday
afternoon.
From the FHS "Kennel"
Mrs. Otis LeCornu is much improved, but remains in the Fuller
"Musings 69" has a new editor
Morgan Hospital in Mayfield.
who has plenty of new ideas. Susan
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry spent Caldwell is the new editor
and her
the week end in Memphis as guests ideas should
make "Musings 69" a
of their son and family, Mr. and unique success. Her creativity and
Mrs. Jimmy Lowry and children. imagination will get a real workSusie went home, after spending out when she tackles this formidnearly three weeks here with her able job.
grandparents.
Some added attractions are in
Mrs. Sallie Floyd and Miss Allie
Boaz of Fulton, are visiting with store for subscribers to "Musings
Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Floyd, of Pilot 69". Since the student body has to
be "begged" each year to contriOak, at this time.
Mrs. Ruby Moody, of near Water bute their short stories and poems,
Valley, was the guest of her aunt, Susan has decided to sponsor a conMrs. Margaret Pankey, Thursday test with awards for the best short
story and a similiar award for the
afternoon.
Mrs. Idlene Emerson ,of Fulton, best poem. This will, hopefully, incalled on her sister, Mrs. Alma crease the turnout of student conBoulton, of Pilot Oak, last Friday. tributions.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Moore were
Susan has acquired the aid of the
late Sunday afternoon visitors of art class, and they will play a very
Mrs. Cassie Taylor.
important part in this year's pro-

Caldwell Chosen
To Edit Musing

FHS Golf Team
Has High Hopes
From the FHS "Kennel"
MR. AL BUSHART IS getting his
team ready for its upcoming tournaments. This year's leading golfers
are Kirk Vowell, Johnny Campbell,
Tom Powell, Danny Glasgow and
Mike Smith.
VOWELL the only senior on the
team, has been on the golf team
for four years. His knowledge and
ability to drive a golfball has enabled him to be a champion not
only in high school, but also in
amateur playoffs during the summer.
Johnny Campbell is not far behind
Kirk in competing in tournaments
all over West Kentucky. Campbell
is a good driver and an exceptionally good putter.
Tom Powell, Danny Glasgow and
Mike Smith are also playing.
duction of "Musings". They will
print the covers for the booklet
through the process of silkscreening
which should make a very finished
looking product. Also art students,
and any student who wishes to
help, will add an artistic note to
"Musings" by means of sketches
which will be found throughout the
boklet.
We are all looking forward to
this year's "Musings" and are
eagerly awaiting the outcome of her
many new ideas.

Paris Fir All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

To The Voters of Fulton County - - For the past year I have had a strong
desire to file for the office of Fulton
County Judge.
Having done this, I George F. Somerfield, publish my announcement as of
Feb. 28, 1969.
I am 36 years of age and my wife is
the former Jacqueline Turner, who has
resided in the Fulton County area most
of her life. My greatest accomplishments
are Georgia, age 11, who is in the sixth
grade; Lynn, who is 4, and James and
John who are 5 months old. My family
attends the First Christian Church of
Hickman,Ky.
Organizations I have belonged to are
Illinois Association of Police and Fire
Commissioners, Past Vice President

Chamber of Commerce, Rotary Club, Volunteer Fire Department,
Past Governor of the Hickman Moose Lodge, a member and past Director of Hickman Country Club, Farm Bureau and N. R. A.
As County Judge an area I would explore is the 5% sales tax.
One percent of this is reverted back to this county out of the money
spent by Fulton County residents in this county could be used for
better roads, better facilities in our school system or for any other
needs of our county. Senator Carroll Hubbard is working on this
problem and if elected County Judge I will be in a better position to
help him.
The County Judge is also the Juvenile Officer and, as I enjoy
working with our younger citizens, having coached Little League
teams and chaperoned teen dances, I welcome the opportunity if
elected to work together with the principals and teachers of this
county to make this a better and safer place to raise our young ones.
I do not believe that because a parent pays a fine for their son
or daughter that they will not again cause them grief and a headache
for law enforcement officers. It would be better therapy to have after school and weekend work details for the offenders with proper
supervision.
I ask you, the voters of Fulton County, for your confidence, support and votes on May 27, 1969 and if elected to the office of Fulton
County Judge I will dedicate myself to the betterment of the office
and citizens of this county.
SINCERELY,

George F. Sornerfield
CANDIDATE FOR FULTON COUNTY JUDGE
Paid for by-George F. Somerfield, acting as his own treasurer
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David Jones
For the first time, Fulton High
School is presenting a STAR STAFFER AWARD. This program, sponsored by the American Newspaper
Publishers Association, is presented
to a member of a High School
Newspaper staff who has contributed the most to make his newspaper
a success.

THE PHILOSOPHER—
(Continued from page Two),
folk customs so long and so lovingly that they had mibibed some of
the permanent values of these
thing..
The rough-handed old man who
showed the dulcimer that he had
made with his own skilled hands
had every reason to rejoice that he
had lived to have his interests justified and appreciated. In no way
overawed by the learned ones
arourd him, he touched the strings
of his instruments with loving
hands, he evoked from them melodies that most other hands in the
good-sized group could never have
called forth.
If this program had been given at
Fidelity, say, in ,1900 or thereabouts, many a frown would have
been forthcoming, many a hint that
time was being wasted if not downright evil was being encouraged. And the few who would have
enjoyed it had to look only partially
happy to escape the fearful threats
of worldliness that would have followed in many homes and from all
the pulpits. And, I fear, away back
in a corner I would have been sitting, liking what I heard but
mortally afraid that some terrible
calamity would befall me for being
so wicked. Anyway, I took it all
in, at Fidelity when I could hear
something similar or at Murfreesboro in a great modern gathering of
learned people.
Isn't it strange how blind we
sometimes are to the values around
us? Not once that I can now remember did anybody in my part
of the world, back at the turn of the
century, suggest that there was anything permanently valuable about
Fidelity life and customs. Older
people were too busy looking back
at the pioneers and the Civil War to
think that my generation might
have something worth while. Even
the ones who did not lambast the
inferior present were not enthusiastic about what was around us. Maybe that is why a few of us escaped
into poverty as a way out, for the
poets seemed to speak our language
about nature and common things,
especially, in my case, such poets
as Whittier.
While the doleful ones lamented
that they had ever been born, a few
of us, including dear old Aunt Jane,
our ballad singer, rejoiced that our
lines had fallen in pleasant places.
In spite of all that gloomy ones
could think up to make it otherwise,
Aunt Janes's singing of ballads
awoke in nearly everybody strange
feelings that tied us back to "old,
unhappy, far-off things and battles
long ago." I do not know whether
her grave is marked by any sort of
"tombroek," as so many old-timers
called it, but in many a heart, some
of them still beating, there is engraved her dear old influence.
She sang in the midst of what
might have silenced many another
brave soul, and her memory sings
on. And I am glad that I have lived to see a time When she and her
tribe, tied together by ages of singing, have become heralds of a new
approach to evaluating who we are
and what we sprang from.

Throughout his High School life,
David has been active in clubs and
organizations. He now holds the offices of President of the National
Honor Society and Business Manager of the senior class. An athlete,
David was selected All WKC tackle
and is a member of the Bulldog
track team.
A committee of the Commercial
APpeal will judge David along with
other students from Tennessee, Arkansas, and Mississippi, as to his
merits a a newspaper man. We feel
that he will be selected as one of
the finest high school newspaper
writers and will go further in the
competition. If selected, he will be
recognized at a luncheon in Memphis in early May.
David was recognized as the annual KENNEL Banquet as the 1969
STAR STAFFER OF FHS. David
was selected because of his willingness and enthusiasm on the KENNEL. His wit has been of the highest quality and shows great creativity and the keen sense of humor
needed for writing a column such
as In the Doghouse. The KENNEL
takes great pride in selecting David
Jones as the first STAR STAFFER
from FHS, and hopes that his high
standards will set a goal for all
aspiring KENNEL writers of the
future.

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Frields
Rev. Bobby Copeland filled his
appointment at New Salem Baptist
Church the past Sunday at 11 a. m.
and also at the evening service. The
attendance was very good, considering inclement weather and still
some illness around the area.
Mrs. T. L. Ainley is a victim of
influenza and has been indisposed
the past two weeks. All friends wish
her a soon complete recovery.
Richard Mcuuire was in Mayfield the past week for his checkup and reports reach us that he has
improved at this time. Mr. McGuire
has been in declining health, and
all friends hope he will be restored
to former health.
Mrs. Buton Lassiter is feeling
some better at her home near here,
but was a-bed some the past week,
suffering from
dizziness
and
nausea.
Skunks continue to over-ride our
territory and there must be a number of them. I'd say a million, but
that is too many - and we have too
many, too often. They roam the
fields, gardens and towns. Seem to
be gentle and eat with cats and
other animals. Don't know how to
rid the premises of the pesky
things. What would you suggest?
Leon Nix, of Louisville, Ky., arrived Saturday at noon to spend
the week end with his mother,
Mrs. Martha Croft. Mrs. Nix stopped over in Madisonville for a visit
with her parents. Her father, Mr.
Clayton, is in their local hospital,
suffering an attack of flu and
pneumonia.
News reached this area of the
serious illness of Ernest Poyner of
Lynnville, he having suffered a
stroke recently. We hope he will
improve.
Mrs. Ed Frields is doing as well
as for several weeks and is at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mitchell in Paducah. She will be celebrating her 89th birthday on
March 18. She loves cards of all
description, so why not give her a
shower of cards on that day. The
address is 1931 Clay Street, Paducah, Ky. 42001.
U. S. POPULATION
The Census Bureau has estimated
that as of the first of November the
population of the U. S. was 201.9
million, including servicemen overseas. This shows there are at least
21.3 million more Americans today
than there were in 1960.
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One answer to that one is, "But that's
exactly the point."
Nobody could deny that young people
have very special problems. Pressures. Drives. Impulses. Loneliness.
Uncertainty. It's not hard to make a
mistake. Even a disastrous one.
Yet very little maturity brings the
realization that you're the You you
have to live with all your life—
Mistakes and all,
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OutsiarIng High School Students
Is Title Given To Five Seniors

P0
[1 ,.

"People and Pride are the two
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
-nost necessary ingredients" says
Mrs. Florence Knighton, Mrs.
Yilliam R. Nash, Director of Divi- Mary Faulkner, Harry Pittman,
ion of Clean-Up and Beautification, Fulton; Mrs. Bill Rogers, Willie
derek oy•
,rankfort, Ky.
Stunson, Doris Algee, Mrs. Newton
Smith, Mrs. Flaudie Wheeler, South
Nash addressed a group of inter- Fulton;
Miss Paula Hutchens,
'sled persons in Hickman, Feb. Route 1,
Fulton; Guthrie Luther,
3 and outlined stens to organizing Route
4, Fulton; Mrs. Hayden Vin(lean-up and Beautification or- cent, Route
5, Fulton: Robert Luter,
anization. He says "people who Mrs. Bobby
Slayden, Mrs. Edna
'save pride must band together in Humphrey
s, Clinton; Miss Marjorie
n organized effort."
Sons, Crutchfield; Mrs. Williecher
The meetinc was held in response Whitsey, Hickman; Mrs. Herman
o an invitation sent out by Fulton Vaughn, Mont Frazier, Wingo; Mrs.
'ounty Technical Action Panel, James Coltharp, Mayfield; Bart
ltarles Martin, Chairman. Those Elam, Union City.
lersons present in addition to TAP
-nembers were: Kenneth Turner.
FULTON HOSPITAL
John Lee, B. B. Alexander, Mrs.
VFUL Radio, Harry Barry and
tartan White, Health Dept., Julius Elizabeth Reams, Mrs. Rosalee
.'alkoff, Hickman( Chamber of Winsett, Mrs. Hugh Vaughn, Mrs.
'ommerce, Abner 'Dement, Fulton Mugeon Cannon, Mrs. Lily Khourie,
'ounty Road Dept. and Mrs. Fred Mrs. Sarah Powell, Mrs. Edna It seems that these five seniors were glad to get out of class to have
Warren, Miss Mary Miler, Cleve- Emir picture taken.
.;tokes, Jr., Interested Citizen.
land Bard, Mrs. Joyce Bell, Janice
' Sam Holly. TAP member and
From The FHS "KENNEL"
at the school.
VSCS Office Manager, was elected Henson, Mrs. Velora Stallins, Wade
James McCarthy holds the honoris temporary Chairman of Corn- Scott, Mrs. Aura Purcell, Mrs. MatFHS will be represented in the
tie
Weathersp
oon, Mrs. Anna 1969 edition
nittee, whose function will be to
of "The Outstanding ed title of co-editor of The Kennel.
Thompson
,
Edward Benedict, American High
He also played on the Regional
.ssist in the organizing of permanSchool Student."
championship football team and is
,nt Fulton County Clean-Up and George Carter, Fulton; Wesley ElliThose
to
recognized
be
ott,
Mrs.
from
FulDelores
Burke, E. W.
a class officer. A member of Mu
leautification organization.
Hicks, Lee Roy Adams, South Ful- ton High School are James McCar- Alpha Theta,
he is also an officer.
ton; Mrs. Sue Britt, Mrs. Cora thy, Stanley Scates, Rita Adams,
Rita Adams, an active FHA
Puckett, Mrs. John Lacewell, Win- Avery Hancock and Donna Wall.
CONFERENCE
member, represented the local
Cadette and Senior 'Girl Scouts of go; Mrs. Elizabeth Mitchell, Mrs. Each of these five seniors will have
chapter at the state meeting. She
'Se Bear Creek Council will meet Cleo Bostick, Marvin Burkett, Mrs. an opportunity to compete for the
From th• FHS "'Cannel"
do not. The rivalries between classMariana Woaks
is a member of the National Honor
n a conference at Murray State Stella Jackson, Clinton; Arthur prized title of Outstanding Ameries over the Homecoming Queen,
Society
and
was
There
chosen
has
been
much
as
a "Sencomment etc. is
Gwynn, Rueben Pruett, Mrs. Rob- can High School Student in the
:Jniversity March 1 and 2.
Class
rivalry,
in my opinion, has
good
clean
fun, and I see
ior Superlative."
around FHS about the class rivalry
bie Williams, Hickman; Mrs. Helen South.
nothing wrong with it. It makes both good and bad points and, as
and
whether
it
is
good
Donna
bad.
or
The each class work
Wall is an enthusiastic
Curtis, Mrs. Irene Yates, James
The selection of the contestants
harder because of everything else, is fine in mdderaFIRST SHIPMENT
Rhodes, Water Valley; Mrs. Willie was based 90 percent on scholastic cheerleader and a member of the KENNEL has asked around and the competition. Of course
there tion and not nearly so fine in excame
The first big shipment of tires Ruth
up
with
these
Kennel
replies.
staff.
She belongs to the
McClanahan, Crutchfield; achievement and 10 percent on
are constantly individual or group cess.
rom the new Goodyear plant in Mrs. Carmen Page,
Math
Club
and
National Honor SoDresden, Mrs. participation in school activities.
compettiions going on such as the
When in the proper amount, it
thion County moved out last week- Viola Wicker, Mounds,
ciety,
Avery Hancock
Ill.; Mellie
never-failing friction between sopho- can bring a class closer together
All five students are leaders in
nd, by rail.
Every
Hedge, Dukedom.
student is subject to com- more and senior girls. Everybody and create
Stanley Scates, "Mr. FHS" of
various extra-curricular activities
a kind of teamlike ef1969, is co-editor of the annual and petition as he enters his freshman usually has a good time when fort and cooperation. It can also
year
of
high
school.
He competes these class rivalries happen, and I be a major factor in creating lifeplayed end on this year's chamwith other students for grades and think they should continue.
pionship grid team.
long friendships. Class rivalry gives
he
soon
finds
that
classes
compete
Avery Hancock is statistician and
spirit to a school and particularly
foil
the
honor
of
"Top
Dog."
manager of the Fulton Bulldogs.
to a class, which is foremost in creClass
rivalry
is
really
beneficial
He is a member of the Bulldog
Cathy McAlister
ating memorable high school memClub, Mu Alpha Theta and Quill for a high school; it gets things
Although some class rivalry is, ories. I believe that this spirit of
done
between
classes
and
gives
it
and Scroll.
and should be, expected, it can be rivalry is especially important in a
students a chance to participate in carried past
the point of "friendly small school, as ours, where most
In addition to having their names class activities.
However, rivalry competition." When this happens, all of the students
are interested 'n
in the 1969 volume of "The Out- between
classes is marred by the it develops not only
bad feelings the school and its activities.
standing American High School fact that
the largest class is usual- between students but also
Class rivalry, when overdone, can
a bad
Student", each has a chance to be ly the dominanan
t one. Since there reputation for the whole school. cause broken friendship'
s between
the overall winner. The grand win- is no way
to out-number number Many times, it is not the fault
of friends from different classes. It
ner will receive a $1020 scholarship one, number
two will have to try any particular class, but that of
a also can result in a class being tagat the school of his choice and the harder.
This probably is the chief few class "show-offs" who
have ged as "great", "good", or "bad";
school he represents will be given lesson students
learn from class nothing to lose by stirring up bad therefore, creating jealously
a $500 grant.
becompetition ,and I guess this is feelings toward
their classmates. tween the classes and possibly rewhy class rivalry is important to But, even though
the hot tempers sulting in trouble within the school
everyone.
— ROUTE THREE
of a few students have been itself.
"Can you count to five
Mrs. Aline Williams
aroused in the past, I do not think
After seriously looking over the
in Spanish?" asked Bill
Cindy Pewili
that much class rivalry exists in good and bad points of class rivalry,
Neill, an assistant direcI- think that the rivalry between FHS now. In my opinion, the dif- I have come to the conclusion that
Due to bad weather and the slick
tor. The class watched
roads, the third Sunday preaching classes is good for the school spirit. ferent classes in our school get its good points outweigh the bad
him tape a program
was called off at Old Bethel last It keeps some action going in ole along very well, and they will be and the great spirit and pep prove
which shows classroom
FHS. Some people want a calm, able to control class rivalry now to be an asset to the entire student
Sunday.
teachers the "how-to's"
and in the future.
body.
Mrs. Henson Jones is still in the quiet school with no hostility; but
of using television in
Fulton Hospital, with the flu.
teaching Spanish to
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams
gradeschoolers.
spent Monday night with Mr. and
— LATHAM
Mrs. Clarence Vickery in Memphis
by Mrs. W. C. Morrison
and returned Tuesday by Milan
and stopped and visited with Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Z. C. Wheeler, of
Lena Nanney and Harold Nanney.
Latham, spent the week end in
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Dalton have
Memphis, guests of their daughter,
moved to his dad's farm for this
Funeral services for Thomas
James W. Ammons died suddent- Mrs. Yvonne Stevens, and family.
year.
Milton Jordon were held Sunday ly about 11 a. m. last Thursday,
Charles Biggers is a patient in
One of the first school groups
Mrs. Stella Jones, Mrs. Effie afternoon, February 16, in White- February 13. He was stricken
at
to visit Kentucky Educational
Croft and Mrs. Aline Williams en- Ranson Funeral chapel at Union the home of a neighbor and was the Volunteer Hospital at Martin,
suffering from Hong Kong flu and
Television's network center at
joyed shopping and lunch in Green- City, with Rev. Ronnie Wiley of pronounced dead on arrival
at the pneumonia.
Lexington was a fifth grade
field Thursday.
Brownsville and Rev. T. B. Stone Fulton Hospital.
Mrs. Eva Brann, of Memphis, is
class from Second Street
Miss Beth Anderson, an all A of Union City officiating. Burial
Funeral services were held Fri- the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
School, Frankfort.
student at Murray and daughter of was in Antioch Cemetery, near
day, February 14, in Whitnel Fun- Vaughan for a few days.
Mrs. Mari Soult, an information specialist,
The 25 pupils learned KET
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Anderson, who Union City.
eral Home chapel, with Rev. Bob
guided the class through the production facili- ranks
Mr. and Mrs. Drew Maloan, of
lived on the Feliciana Road about
as the nation's largest
Crump
officiating. Burial was in Fort Campbell, spent the week end
Mr. Jordon, 73, a resident of the
ties of Kentucky Educational Television. Part education
three years ago, will be married
al television network.
Cayce
Cemetery.
with Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Blockard,
the tour included an opportunity for the It has a
Sunday, February 22, in the Union Crystal community, died on Satmodern, fully equipped
Mr. Ammons, 78, was born in of Latham, and Mr. and Mrs. Richpupils to watch themselves on a television producti
Presbyterian Church by Bro. James urday, February 15, in the Obion
on center, 12 transmitCounty
General Hospital in Union Cayce, the son of the late James ard Maloan in Martin.
monitor.
Morland to Mr. George Pihaplich
ters and seven regional affiliate
and Willie Cason Ammons. He was
Mrs. Ethel Foster remains a patiof Detroit. They will make their City.
studios.
'
home in Detroit.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. a prominent farmer of the Cayce ent in the Volunteer Hospital at
KET went on the air in SepMr. and Mrs. Bill Workman en- Jesse Council Jordon; one son, community and was a former em- Martin, but improved since last
tember with programs designed
ioYed_their.bilthday dinner Sunday, Lionel Jordon of Union City; one ployee of the Kentucky State High- week.
•
for classroom use. For the
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
with all their children present but grandson, one great grandson; and way DePartrnea.
first time this month it began
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Ethel entertained the "Couples Club" with
two, also several grandchildren one sister, Mrs. Georgia Watkins of
broadcasting to an evening
Memphis. He was a brother-in-law Weir Ammons; one son, Dr. Ray a steak dinner and all the trimwere present.
adult audience.
There will be open house Febru- of Mrs. Gilbert Bowlin of South Ammons of Murray; one daughter, mings last Saturday night. Guests
A Program Guide, which inMiss Sue Ammons of Memphis; two were: Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Sims,
ary 22nd between the hours of 2:00 Fulton,
cludes a listing of evening pronephews, Ralph and Cliff Wade of Mr. and Mrs. E. I. Brundige, Mr.
and 5:00 p. m. in the home of Mr.
Fulton; two nieces, Mrs. Louise and Mrs. Bill Terrell, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Harold Hopkins in South
grams as well as the in-school
McMurray and Mrs. Ruby Collier, Wilmer Jones and Randy, Mr. and
Fulton for the fiftieth wedding anschedule may be obtained from
Mrs. Cecil Barber and Mrs. Eva
and three grandchildren.
niversary of Mr. and Mrs. Carl A.
Kentucky Educational TeleviBrann of Memphis. Mr. and -Mrs.
Yates of Water Valley Route. All
sion, 600 Cooper Drive, LexFuneral services for Mrs. Fannie
Chess
Morrison were unable to atfriends
and neighbors are invited Blanche Powell were held Tuesington, Ky., 40502.
tend, but enjoyed the meal, brought
to go by.
day afternoon, February 18, in
to them on a tray, at their home.
Hornbook Funeral Home chapel,
Eaker Thomas died Thursday Thanks! It is nice to be rememberCOMMONWEALTH Of KENTUCKY with Rev. James Moreland, pastor
DEPARTMENT Of HIGHWAYS of the Union Cumberland Presby- night, February 13, in a nursing ed.
Cecil Barber entered a Memphis
terian Church, and Rev. James home in Wynn, Arkansas, followNOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
hospital last Sunday, where he exLawson officiating. Burial was in ing an extended illness.
Sealed bids will be received by Union Cemetery.
Funeral service and burial were pects to undergo a mastoid operathe Department of Highways, at
in West Memphis, with Citizens tion on Monday. Best wishes for a
Mrs. Powell, 91, died Sunday Funeral Home in charge
its office, Frankfort, Kentucky, unof ar- speedy recovery.
til 10:00 A. M. Eastern Standard night, February 16, in the Fulton rangements.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Time on the 7th day of March, 1969, Hospital.
Mr. Thomas, 77, a former resi- Chess Morrison were: Mr. and Mrs.
at which time bids will be publicly
Bonnie Cummings, Mr. and. Mrs.
She was born in Fulton County, dent of Fulton, was a retired Harvey
opened and read for the improveVaughan, and Mrs. Eva
pharmacist, having practiced forty
the
daughter
of
the
late
Joseph
A.
ment of:
Brann of Memphis.
FULTON - HICKMANand Mary Ellen Kimbro Lynch, years prior to his retirement. He
GRAVES-MARSHALL COUNTIES,
resided in Parkin, Arkansas.
JPP 36. SP 38-657, SP 53-779, SP 42- and was the oldest member of the
Union
Cumberlan
Presbyteri
d
an
Surviving are his wife, one son,
773, SP 79-483; The Jackson Purchase Parkway. Landscaping of Church. She was the widow of Jim Charles Thomas, and two grandPowell, and lived on Route 4, Ful- children, all of Parkin. He was
Median Earth Berms.
the
brother of Mrs. Walter Evans and
Bid proposals for all projects will ton.
the
uncle
of
Mrs.
Flynn Powell,
be available until 12:00 NOON. • Surviving are one son, J. R,,PowMarshall Alexander Post.No, 72,
EASTERN STANDARD TIME S'n ell of Route 4, Fulton; one daugh- both of Fulton.
American Legion and Auxiliary,
the day preceding the bid opening ter, Mrs. Otha Thompson of Fulton:
will meet next Monday night, Febat the Division of Contract Controls four grandchildren, Jim Hodges of
NEW CLASS OFFICERS
ruary 24, In the Legion home at
at a cost of $2 each. Bid proposals South Fulton, Nell Hodges, Bobby
Mrs. Coltharp's sixth graders met 6:30 p. m.
are issued only to prequalified con- Powell and Julia Powell, all of
at 11:30 a. m., February 19 and
Following a pot-luck dinner,
tractors, except on projects upon Fulton: one step-grandson, Frank
elected officers for ttre coming separate meetings
will be held. The
which the pre-qualification, re- Hodges of Paducah; one great- year. The following
were elected: Auxiliary program will be on
On a television set the class learned the studio
quirements have been waived. Re- granddaughter, Deborah Hodges of
"NaPresident, Tommy Kelley; Vice tional Security"
teacher had a microphone
and "Americanconcealed under his tie and was wearing makeup
mittance payable to the State South Fulton, and one step-greatfor an "on camera" appearance.
President, Tommy Lewis; Secre- ism."
Treasurer of Kentucky must ac- grandson, Tony Hodges of PaduLighting techniques and camera placement were
tary, Steve Wilkerson; News Reexplained.
All members are urged to attend
company request for proposals.
cah.
porter, Fonda Bondurant.
the meetings.
<
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Class Rivalry--- Who Needs It—
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Behind The
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